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r. OBJECTIVE OF FEEDBACK

The college is affiliated to KNR University of Health Sciences, Telangana. The syllabus

finalized by KNRUHS is implemented in the affiliated colleges. The IQAC of the college

identifies the curricular gaps and plans for co-curricular/extracurricular activities in college. The

college obtains feedback from all the stakehotders likc students, alumni, employer, professionals

and teachers on curriculum.isyllabus to effich the quality of activities performcd in college for

improvement of the professional skills, employability and entrepreneurial skills ofthe students.

2. SUMMARY OF FEEDBACK OBTAINED:

3. The feedback on curriculum was taken from the students of all years, Teachers, Alumni, and

Employers at the end of each academic year.
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S.NO S'TAKEHOLDERS NO. OF SAMPLE FEEDBACKS ANALYSED

I STUDENTS l0

2 TEACHERS 08

3 ALUMNI 05

4 EMPLOYERS 0,1

5 PROFESSIONALS 05
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FEEDBACK
QUESTIONNAIRES.No

97I
overall curriculum at our
rehensive

college is well-slructured andThe
CO

9liThe curriculum adequately prepares students for their future careers.2

96The curriculum is up-to-date and incorporates the latest

in medical science and technolo

advancements

95Lectures and Didactic Sessions

95Clinical Training5

Research Opportunities6

97Practical Skills and Laboratory Work7

96How effective do you find the methods of student assessment and

evaluation in the curriculum?8

96
9

Do you think technology and digital rcsourccs can

into thc curriculum?

be bcttcr intcgrated

9'7Overall, how satisfied are you with the currcnt curriculum?l0

96.00 98.00

96.00 96.00

97.00 95.00

95.00 95.00
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PROFESSIONAL FEEDBACK & ANALYSIS ON CURRICULUM DESIGN 2022-23

PROFESSIONAT FEEDBACK ANALYSIS ON

CURRICULUM DESIGN A.Y.2022-23

97.00 97.00
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Action Taken Report

Academic year: 2022-23

Name of the Stakeholder: Professional

A staff council meeting has been convencd by IQAC with all the in-charges / heads of the

departments under the chairmanship of the principal to bring feedback analysis to their notice

with a request to find out the possibility for effective changes offered by their respective

departments.

The Heads of the Departments in turn have conducted a meeting in their departments and

explored the possibility of action plan to be implemented in accordance with the demands ofthe

stake holders.

Students Feedback above 900lo is considered as positive feedback, bclow 90% as a thumbs down

feedback and we are working for the improvement.
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S.No Question
Fccdback /
Concern

Percentagc

Consensus
Action To be taken

97
We will strive to maintain and enhance

this quality.
I

The overall curriculum at our
college is well-structured and

comprehensive

Excellent

9ti

We will continue to assess and enhance

the curriculum to ensure it meets the

evolving needs ofour students and aligns

with industry demands.

2
The curriculum adequately
prepares students for their

filture careers,

96

We are committed to maintaining and

enhancing its alignment with the latest

developments in medical science and

technology to ensure our students receive

a cutting-edge education.

3

The curriculum is up-to-date
and incorporates the latest
advancements in medical
science and techlology.

Excellent

Very Good 95

To address this, we will assess the

content, teaching methods, and student

engagement in these sessions to improve

their effectiveness and overall quality.

4 Lectures and Didaclic
Sessions

We will conduct a thorough evaluation of
our clinical training programs to ensure
they align with industry standards and

provide the best hands-on leaming
exneriences fE;ffidf.

Very Good 95Clinical Training
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6 Research Opportunities
very
Good

95

We will prioritize the development of
enhanced research programs and

opportunities within our curriculum to

foster a culture of inquiry and discovery

among our students and faculty.

7
Practical Skills and
Laboratory Work

Excellent 91

To address this, we will review and

improve our practical lraining methods

and laboratory facilities, ensuring that

students receive hands-on experience that

aligns with the latesl advancements in

medical science and technology.

How effective do you find
the methods of student

assessment and evaluation in
the curriculum?

Excellent 96

We will conduct a thorough review of
these methods, seeking ways to enhance

their effectiveness and ensure they align

with the educational goals ofour
curriculum.

9

Do you think technology and

digital resources can be
bettcr integrated into the

cuniculum?

Excellent 96

We will explore opportunities to improve

the integration oftechnology and digital

tools to enhance the learning experience

within our curriculum.

10
Overal[, how satislted are

you with the current
curriculum?

Excellcnt 97

We will use your feedback to identify

areas for improvement and work torvards

enhancing the curriculum to better mcct

the needs and expcctations ofour studcnts

and facultY.
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ffi
Professionals Feedback on Curriculum

Name: A. ,T,, o^Jr-al- d?a^^;.P"rO Rrrle/Posil ion:

Years of experience in the medical field: B \ yo_a.^," .

How long have you been associated with our medical college a yO_a"^ 
.

This questionnaire is intended to collect information relating to your satisfaction towards the curriculum,
leaming and evaluation. The information provided by you will be kept confidential and will be used as

feedback for quality improvement ofthe program of studies/institution.
Directions: a score for each item please indicate your level of satisfaction with the following statement by
choosing between I and 5.

*Rating score: Excellent (5), Very Good (4), Good (3), Average (2), Below Average (l)

Any suggestions:
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S.No QUESTIONNAIRE 5 .l 3 2 I

1

The overall curriculum at our college is well-structured and

comprehensive

2
The curriculum adequately prepares students for their future
careers.

3

4 Lectures and Didactic Sessions

5 Clinical Training

6 Research Opportunities

7 Practical Skills and Laboratory Work

How effective do you find the methods of student assessment

and evaluation in the curriculum?

I Do you think technology and digital rcsources can be better

integrated into the curriculum?

l0 Overall, how satisfied are you with the current curriculum?
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The curriculum is up-to-date and incorporates the latest

advancements in medical science and techrology.
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